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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE  
Jason Haslam

Moving the ACCUTE office 

from Edmonton to Halifax marks 

the third time that ACCUTE has 

been hosted at Dalhousie. The 

most recent Dalhousie iteration, 

with Marjorie Stone and David 

McNeil at the helm, happened in 

1997-98, and before that James 

Gray and John Baxter held office 

in 1982-84. And so as yours truly, 

VP Lyn Bennett, and Coordinator 

Lynne Evans made the transition, 

we found ourselves not only 

looking to the expert work done 

by Stephen Slemon, Nat Hurley, 

and Laura Schechter in Alberta 

(more on that below), but also 

peering a bit further into the past 

here at Dal. Marjorie and David 

joined us for drinks when Nat was 

visiting, and we talked about 

some of the changes that have 

taken place in ACCUTE 

management—often because of 

technology. Jim and John’s 

tenure saw the creation of a few 

ACCUTE icons and traditions: the 

hammer that still follows each 

new office, hand-wrought by 

former president Jan de Bruyn  for 

Jim, and—we believe, anyway—

the creation of the ACCUTE owl, 

pictured below, which was 

rediscovered perching on the 

edge of some old envelopes (do 

you have any info about the owl?  

Does it have a name?  Should it?  

Let us know!). 

 

It seemed fitting to us to 

resurrect that vaguely terrifying 

owl as ACCUTE’s mascot for the 

next few years. The implement in 

its talons looks as much like a 

sword as a quill—and in these 

days of austerity budgets (long 

after the lie was put to the need 

for austerity), both open and 
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more hidden attacks on 

academic freedom and tenure, 

and the anti-intellectual climate 

we seem to face… well, 

ACCUTE’s owl should remind us 

that our pens are sometimes most 

wisely used as weapons.  

But those weapons can take 

various forms, and I don’t want to 

ignore all the work that is actually 

being done. Those who worry 

about our collective public 

persona may ask, like the Beatles, 

“why don’t we do it in the road?” 

but you can’t swing a cat without 

smacking academics who are 

allying with others and taking our 

work to the street. Much of this is 

overtly political work—I think here 

of the #FergusonSyllabus and 

#FergusonFre

edomLibrary 

campaign, 

for example—

and much of 

it is tied to our 

larger 

scholarly interests. But all of it is 

the work—the public work—that 

humanities scholars do.  

We here at the Dal office 

have been extraordinarily lucky 

to be allowed to help with that 

work, and even luckier to be 

accepting this trust from Stephen, 

Nat, and Laura. They worked to 

maintain and build ACCUTE’s 

profile, and have left us with a 

very healthy association; there’s 

not enough space here to thank 

them properly, so please be extra 

nice to them when you see them.  

That’s not to say that current 

and future offices won’t face 

challenges. ACCUTE’s finances 

and infrastructure are healthy at 

present, but we need to maintain 

that health to ensure that we can 

continue to discuss our work. We 

will be looking to some aspects of 

our constitution in the coming 

years as part of that effort. 

Speaking of the work we do, 

this newsletter includes the call 

for papers for our next 

conference in Ottawa, 30 May – 

2 June 2015, and the 

announcement of our two 

plenary speakers (see page 5), 

whom we’re thrilled about. We’re 

looking forward to getting started 

on the organization, and we 

again find 

ourselves 

lucky, this 

time to have 

as our Local 

Arrangements 

Coordinator 

Robert Stacey, of the University of 

Ottawa—thanks Robert! (And 

yes, at the top of the list is 

securing dance party space: my 

idea to replace it with a 

Dungeons & Dragons gaming 

room …  didn’t go over well. 

Ouch.)  

In the CFP, you’ll find our 

general call, as well as calls for 

specific panels. The full CFP is also 

available on our website. We’re 

happy to announce that on the 

site you will also find our  new 

online submission form for 

general proposals. We’re looking 

forward to seeing the always 

excellent and wide-ranging 

submissions that ACCUTE is known 

for. I can’t wait to hear the 

papers next spring. 

Outside of our conference, 

though, I’d like us to talk about 

our work even more. So I’m 

issuing another call of sorts. The 

ACCUTE blog, English Matters, 

could be more communal. To 

that end, we’re going to start 

recruiting some of our members 

to do some guest entries for us: 

entries about research; teaching; 

hell, maybe even a swinging cat 

video or two.  

So please send us some 

stories—but I’d like to try 

something: instead of talking 

about your own scholarly pursuits, 

I’d like all of you to nominate 

someone else: do you have a 

student or colleague who is 

doing something amazing in 

research or teaching that you 

think more people should know 

about it? Ask that person if 

they’re willing, and send us and 

idea for a short interview, book 

review, character sketch.  I’m 

seeing these as profiles in why 

English matters. Let’s celebrate 

each other and what we do. 

—Jason 

(Note: no cats were swung 

during the writing of this piece, 

though there was an especially 

scary spider in my office.)

VISIT WWW.ACCUTE.CA 

FOR OUR CFP, ONLINE 

SUBMISSION FORM, OUR 

BLOG, AND MORE 

http://news.stlpublicradio.org/post/educators-use-twitter-teach-about-ferguson-build-syllabuses
http://news.stlpublicradio.org/post/educators-use-twitter-teach-about-ferguson-build-syllabuses
http://news.stlpublicradio.org/post/educators-use-twitter-teach-about-ferguson-build-syllabuses
http://accute.ca/
http://accute.ca/accute-conference/general-call-submission-form/
http://accute.ca/accute-blog/
http://www.accute.ca/
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To join or renew your 

ACCUTE membership, 

please visit our 

website: 

accute.ca 

VICE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
By Lyn Bennett    

 

It’s been an exciting summer 

for ACCUTE after a very 

successful conference at the 

Brock Congress.  Kudos to the 

University of Alberta team for the 

exemplary work they did in St. 

Catherine’s—I only hope that 

Jason Haslam, Lynne Evans, and I 

can do as well as Stephen 

Slemon, Nat Hurley, and Laura 

Schechter as we move toward 

Congress 2015 at the University of 

Ottawa.  I’m excited to be 

heading to YOWza later this 

month to join our generous 

colleague and ACCUTE Local 

Arrangements Coordinator, Rob 

Stacey, at the Congress Planning 

Meeting. Rob and I will focus on 

securing the best venues for our 

panel sessions and plenaries and, 

of course, for the ACCUTE 

Celebration of Research 

and the renowned (and 

very popular!) Dance 

Party. 

None of this would be 

happening, however, 

without the smooth 

transition to ACCUTE’s 

new home at Dalhousie.  

The outgoing ACCUTE 

team’s generosity, 

knowledge, and attention to 

detail has been invaluable in 

making the handover as seamless 

as possible. Their patience and 

willingness to answer our endless 

questions has made our jobs 

easy.  So, thank you again 

Stephen and Laura, with special 

thanks to Nat for visiting us here in 

Halifax—work is always best when 

it’s the fun kind! 

The ACCUTE team at 

Dalhousie is very much looking 

forward to our two-year tenure, 

and we hope to see you all at 

Congress 2015.  It promises to be 

a good one. 

—Lyn

  

http://accute.ca/
http://accute.ca/
http://accute.ca/
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COORDINATOR’S MESSAGE 
By Lynne Evans 

 

As a PhD candidate at Dalhousie, I’ve had the 

opportunity to present a few (three constitutes a 

few, right?) papers at ACCUTE conferences. I 

thoroughly appreciated each one of those 

experiences, especially the opportunity they 

afforded to meet ACCUTE scholars from across the 

country. As I begin my role as Coordinator, I’m 

most looking forward to working closely with 

ACCUTE members, those I’ve yet to meet, and 

those I already know.  

My association with ACCUTE actually began in 

Halifax, working with Stephen Bruhm, Karen 

Macfarlane, and Johanne Jell for the 2008 

conference at UBC. Since that was a transition 

year, I had the opportunity to get to know 

members of the incoming executive, Heather 

Murray, Craig Patterson, and Pam Coles. Then, in 

2011, I served as President of the Graduate 

caucus, alongside the Concordia executive, led 

by Nicola Nixon, John Miller, and Ann Ward. And, 

as we transition ACCUTE’s office to Halifax, I’ve 

been working closely with the Alberta team, 

Steven Slemon, Nat Hurley, and Laura Schechter. 

Each and every one of the folks I’ve mentioned  

 

has been an absolute 

pleasure to get to 

know. Consummate professionals who are just 

crazy enough to know how to have fun and to run 

great dance parties! And, for those of you who 

know Jason Haslam and Lyn Bennett, clearly the 

Halifax leadership team will have no problem 

holding up their end of things!  

On that note, plans are well underway for our 

2015 conference. Ottawa promises to be a great 

venue and, based on the number of submissions 

we’ve received so far for joint and member-

organized panels, clearly a lot of people agree! 

We are certainly most pleased to be able to 

announce our two plenaries, Dr. Wendy Hui Kyong 

Chun and Dr. Mary Chapman!  

There will be many more details about the 2015 

conference in upcoming newsletters. In the 

meantime, please don’t hesitate to contact me if 

you have any questions about the conference or 

anything ACCUTEish. 

—Lynne

 

 

  

[ACCUTE’S 2015  

PLENARY SPEAKERS:   

DR. MARY CHAPMAN & 

DR. WENDY HUI KYONG CHUN] 

 
Send us news of your latest 

publications, partnerships, public 

initiatives and other prodigious 

professional points of pride for the 

“News of Members” portion of our 

blog, English Matters 

 
 

mailto:info.accute@gmail.com
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PLENARY 
SPEAKERS 

 

 

 

Dr. Mary Chapman is 

Associate Professor of English 

at the University of British 

Columbia.  Dr. Chapman did 

her Ph.D. in American 

Literature at Cornell, and 

taught American literature for 

5 years at University of Alberta 

before moving to UBC. Dr. 

Chapman’s interest in 

intersections between cultural 

forms, literary production, and 

politics in nineteenth- and 

early twentieth-century 

America has led to a number 

of published scholarly works. 

These include the recently 

published Making Noise, 

Making News: Suffrage Print 

Culture and U.S. 

Modernism (OUP 2014), and a 

prize-winning anthology, 

Treacherous Texts: U.S. Suffrage 

Literature 1846-1946. In the 

past six years, she has located 

over 100 uncollected texts by 

Edith Eaton, a turn-of-the-

century Chinese-North-

American author raised in 

Montreal who published under 

the pseudonym "Sui Sin Far". 

Working on Eaton has taught 

her a lot about the 

transnationalism of early 

Canadian writing. She has 

published articles from her 

Edith Eaton research in MELUS, 

CANADIAN LITERATURE, 

LEGACY and AMERICAN 

QUARTERLY, and has a 

forthcoming edition 

entitled "Sui Sin Far" in Canada: 

Uncollected Works by Edith 

Eaton (McGill-Queen’s UP 

2015). She is currently working 

on a monograph about Edith 

Eaton tentatively titled Rebel 

Silkworm: Edith Eaton and the 

Transpacific. 

 

 

Dr. Wendy Hui Kyong Chun 

is Professor and Chair of 

Modern Culture and Media at 

Brown University.  Dr. Chun did 

her Ph.D. in English at 

Princeton, and is a scholar of 

both Systems Design 

Engineering and English 

Literature. Dr. Chun’s prolific 

scholarly output on digital 

media includes her work as 

author of Control and 

Freedom: Power and Paranoia 

in the Age of Fiber Optics (MIT, 

2006), and Programmed 

Visions: Software and Memory 

(MIT 2011), and is co-editor of a 

special issue of American 

Literature (entitled New Media 

and American Literature), co-

editor of a special issue of 

Camera Obscura, (entitled 

Race and/as Technology), 

and co-editor of New Media, 

Old Media: A History and 

Theory Reader (Routledge, 

2005). She has been a Visiting 

Professor at Leuphana 

University (Lüneburg, 

Germany), a Member of the 

Institute for Advanced Study 

(Princeton), a fellow at the 

Radcliffe Institute for 

Advanced Study at Harvard 

and a Wriston Fellow at Brown, 

as well as a visiting associate 

professor in the History of 

Science Department at 

Harvard, of which she is 

currently an Associate. She is 

working on a monograph 

entitled Habitual New Media. 

DR. CHUN’S PLENARY IS 

BEING HELD JOINTLY WITH 

THE CANADIAN SOCIETY 

FOR DIGITAL HUMANITIES. 
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NEWS FROM ESC: ENGLISH STUDIES IN CANADA 
Mark Simpson, Mike O'Driscoll, Co-Editors 

 

There's been a shift in positions on the ESC Editorial Team. Cecily Devereux will be taking over the duties of 

Reviews Editor, while Eddy Kent will be moving to the Associate Editor (Submissions) position.  

The vitality of the ESC reviews section depends on your support. If you have a new monograph or collection 

you'd like to have reviewed, please have your publisher send it to the following: 

Cecily Devereux, Reviews Editor 

ESC: English Studies in Canada 

Department of English and Film Studies 

3-5 Humanities Centre 

University of Alberta 

Edmonton, AB, T6E 2G5 

And don't forget: if you're keen to review an item for ESC then get in touch with Cecily at 

cecily.devereux@ualberta.ca to make arrangements for your contribution. We're happy to have you bring 

your proposals to us. 

 

  

Read articles from English Studies in Canada online, through 

the ESC Archives, including winners of the F.E.L. Priestley Prize 

for the year’s best essay.   

Coming soon: issue 40.1: a special issue on "Hysteria Manifest: 

Cultural Lives of a Great Disorder," guest edited by Derritt 

Mason and Ela Przybylo. 

mailto:cecily.devereux@ualberta.ca
http://ejournals.library.ualberta.ca/index.php/ESC/issue/archive
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ACCUTE 2015: CALL FOR PAPERS 
 

ACCUTE is excited to announce a general call for papers for our 2015 conference, which will take place 30 May - 2 June 

2015 during the annual Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences, being held at the University of Ottawa. For 

information about the conference, travel funding, and other FAQs, please click here. 

Below you will find: 

 General Pool Submissions for ACCUTE (where most proposals will be sent) 

 Member-organized Panels 

 Jointly-sponsored panels (panels held at ACCUTE sponsored by other associations) 

 CFPs for our affiliated associations 

 

ACCUTE 2015: General Pool CFP 
ACCUTE’s general call welcomes papers in all fields of English studies.  Proposals are due by November 1. 

 

General Pool Submission instructions: 

Please submit all general pool proposals through our online submission form. 

 

 

Member-Organized Panels CFPs 

The following CFPs are for sessions organized by members of ACCUTE.  (Click to see our general, open-field call for 

papers, and our jointly sponsored panels.) 
 

All submissions to member-organized panels should be directed to the contact person named in the relevant CFP and 

should include the following (in PDF when possible): 

 A 300- to 500-word proposal (with NO identifying marks of any kind) 

 A 100-word abstract 

 A 50-word bio 

 A 2015 Proposal Submissions Information Sheet (note: Word file) 

Note: You must be an ACCUTE member in good standing to apply for a member organized session.  All submissions 

rejected by member organizers will be considered in ACCUTE’s 2015 general pool. 

 

The deadline for all member-organized session submissions is 1 November 2014. 

 

For ease of reading, we have arranged the member-organized panels into three general groups: Cultural 

Concerns, Literary Concerns, and Professional Concerns (some panels cross these artificial divides, of course). 

continued next page 

 

http://www.congress2014.ca/
http://www.uottawa.ca/
http://accutecanada.wordpress.com/2012/08/01/call-for-papers-faqs/
https://accutecanada.wordpress.com/wp-admin/accute.ca/general-call-submission-form
http://accute.ca/accute-conference/general-sessions/
http://accute.ca/accute-conference/general-sessions/
http://accute.ca/accute-conference/accute-cfp-jointly-sponsored-sessions/
https://accutecanada.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/2015-proposal-info-sheet.docx
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Member-organized panels: Cultural Concerns 

Member-organized CC1. 

Title: Eco-Emergenc(i)es and the Limits of Darwinian Thought 

Organizer: David M. J. Carruthers 

Evolutionary thinker Daniel Dennett compares Darwin’s “dangerous idea” to a “universal acid: it eats through 

just about every traditional concept, and leaves in its wake a revolutionized world-view, with most of the old 

landmarks still recognizable” (63). And, yet, this alchemical ideological dissolution and transformation seems itself 

bound to its own evolutionary process; after more than a century and a half, Darwin’s idea seems to have left 

some ideological apparatuses almost unscathed, while others, still, are only very recently feeling the burn of 

evolutionary thought: compare, for instance, the old landmark of organized religion with the recent advent of eco-

politics, eco-poetics, eco-criticism, even eco-psychology, and any number of other eco-hyphenates emerging in 

the humanities. New philosophical and environmental discourses, such as Cary Wolf’s post-humanism and Bill 

Mollison’s permaculture, currently extend the whole-systems thinking of computational and then ecological 

sciences to arrive at novel ethical paradigms serving to correct Renaissance and Enlightenment models for 

evolution; David Abram, too, combines ecology and phenomenology in an attempt to revitalize the immediate 

intercourse between sensuous bodies and their perceptual environments. This interdisciplinary panel, then, 

considers some of the antacid properties, inherent in more resistant fields of discourse, making them palatable, 

still, to a post-Darwinian culture. Similarly, this panel takes interest in novel hybridisms of evolutionary biology 

with disciplines traditionally considered outside the scope of the natural sciences, to arrive at a litmus test for the 

universality of Darwinism in contemporary thought. So, too, might papers treat the topic of the interdisciplinarity 

inherent in the ecologies; question the integrity of (post-)Darwinism as a metanarrative displacing more 

traditional modes of thought; or speculate on what, if anything, remains after the acid has neutralized, or resides 

beyond the scope of its reaction.  Please send required files to ecoemergencies@gmail.com. 

 

 

 

Member-organized CC2. 

Title: The Poetics/Politics of Post-Postmodernism 

Organizer: Myra Bloom (University of Toronto) 

In the epilogue to the second edition of The Politics of Postmodernism, Linda Hutcheon heralds the closure of 

the very period she helped to define: “Let’s just say it,” she admits, “it’s over” (2002: 165-166). This view has in 

recent years been echoed by an increasing number of cultural critics, who cite the failure of the postmodern 

aesthetic—developed in the 1970s and characterized by fragmentation, self-reflexivity, and irony—to embody the 

very real ethical and political concerns of twenty-first century citizens (cf. Eshelman, 2008; Kirby, 2009; Toth, 

2010; Vermeulen and van den Akker, 2010; Abrahamson, 2013). Although most critics agree that postmodernism 

has come to an end, there is less of a consensus regarding by what, exactly, it has been superseded: a variety of 

suggestions have been floated, including metamodernism, the New Sincerity, altermodernism, digimodernism, 

and cosmodernism, to name a selection. This panel invites papers that consider the “passing of postmodernism” 

(Toth, 2010) in any capacity, whether through close reading of individual texts or theorization of broader cultural 

phenomena. Please send required files to myra.bloom@utoronto.ca. 

 

 

mailto:ecoemergencies@gmail.com
mailto:myra.bloom@utoronto.ca
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Member-organized CC3. 

Title: Apes, Humans, and Other Primates 

Organizer : Marc André Fortin (Université de Sherbrooke) 

Non-human primates often play the role of “other” to the rational and civilized human animal in literature. As 

fictional foils, Darwinian traces, and anthropomorphic ruptures, the literary primate offers an existential challenge 

to the perceived supremacy of human evolution, to the social and biological experience of consciousness, and to 

epistemological models of truth and being. Recent representations of the non-human primate (Sara Gruen’s Ape 

House, Colin McAdam’s A Beautiful Truth, Kenneth Oppel’s Half Brother) both contest and reinforce the dividing 

line between the human and animal, and situate the human within its own evolutionary history as animal. 

Proposals for papers are invited on questions related to the “evolution” of the fictional non-human primate in 

recent works of literature. Possible topics could include: posthumanism, science and scientific testing, bodies, 

consciousness, ethology, suffering, violence, modernity and postmodernity, animal/human encounters, and 

interspecies relations. Please send required files to marc.fortin@usherbrooke.ca. 

 

Member-organized CC4. 

Title: War, Remembered: 200 Years of Nostalgia and (Post)Memory 

Organizer: Anastasia-Irene Mangoutas (Queens University) 

Samuel Hynes identifies the Great War as “the great imaginative event”: “not a falsification of reality, but […] 

the accepted interpretation of the war, repeated in texts written by authors who did not experience the war, but 

who inherited its myth.” With the centenary of the outbreak of the Great War just behind us, and the bicentenary 

of the end of the Napoleonic Wars just ahead, this panel explores the ways in which the ‘great wars’ of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries are (re)interpreted and (re)imagined, both by their contemporaries and, 

perhaps more pressingly, by ours. If the end of the Napoleonic Wars marks the beginning of what George Steiner 

calls the “Hundred Years Peace”; and the twentieth century systematically reverses this narrative with the 

atrocities of 1914-1945 and beyond; the legacy of the twenty-first century inherits this ‘birthright’ of increasingly 

globalized terror, at once remembered and anticipated.  It is with this inheritance of ubiquitous warfare that this 

panel engages. How is the Great War (or any other nineteenth or twentieth century conflict) re-imagined and re-

signified in fiction, film, and visual art? What is the Great War’s relationship to the (post)memory of the 

Napoleonic Wars, or, conversely, to subsequent ‘global wars’ – notably, the Spanish Civil War and WWII? How do 

war memories evolve with each successive iteration: from immediate afterimages to remembrances fifty, 100, 

200 years on? Possible topics include (but are not limited to) notions of nostalgia, memory, and post-memory; 

elegy and anti-elegy; spiritualism and commemoration; and nationalist vs. post-nationalist 

remembrances.  Please send required files to a.i.mangoutas@gmail.com. 

mailto:marc.fortin@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:a.i.mangoutas@gmail.com
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Member-organized CC5. 

Title: Follow the Money! 

Organizer: Mervyn Nicholson (Thompson Rivers University) 

The phrase “Follow the money” was made famous by the movie All the President’s Men: the expression of 

ultimate political wisdom by the oracular secret source known as “Deep Throat.” That’s what this session is 

interested in—following the money. Discussion of scenes of buying, selling, counting money—physical money 

especially—but in general financial transactions. Cui bono? Who wins? Who loses? Money as hidden factor, as 

plot-device, as political statement. Misers. Spendthrifts. Money in relation to sex. Money shots. Money in the 

university—students and money—money as bribe. Debt. Graeber on debt. Use of left analysis especially welcome, 

but not necessary. Money in earlier writers. Bubbles. Speculative swindles. Strikes and money. Money as power, 

power as money.  Please send required files to mnicholson@tru.ca. 

 

Member-organized CC6. 

Title: Joint Tenant of the Shade: Environmentalism and Animal Welfare in the Long Eighteenth Century 

Organizer: Katherine Quinsey (University of Windsor) 

Once a traditional theme of eighteenth-century studies, the study of “Nature” is re-emerging in the light of 

recent developments in ecocriticism. This period (1600-1820) saw the radical redefinition of “humanity” and of 

the human place in the environment, the establishment of scientific empiricism and a subject-object relationship 

between human observer and the natural world, and the exponential growth of urbanisation, with its concomitant 

growth in landscape aestheticism and environmental philosophy. This session invites papers examining the idea of 

ecology–defined as the understanding of the natural environment as being separate from human definition / 

domination and as having its own reason for being—in works from a range of writers and/or artists of the long 

eighteenth century, and from a variety of approaches. The pictorial representations of this theme in the works of 

artists such as Hogarth and Blake are also potential material for critical discussion. Of key relevance also is the 

changing representation of animals in the period, in the shift from their traditional emblematic significance, to the 

renegotiation of traditional animal-human boundaries, to the growth of the concept of animal welfare. Please 

send required files to kateq@uwindsor.ca. 

 

mailto:mnicholson@tru.ca
mailto:kateq@uwindsor.ca
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Member-organized CC7. 

Title: An Itty Bitty on the Titty: Breasts in Popular, Textual, Visual, and Medical Cultures 

Organizer: Laura Schechter (University of Alberta) 

From the monomastic Amazon women of medieval and early modern culture to Dolly Parton’s hope that people 

“look underneath the breasts at the heart,” from the Madonna Lactans of Catholic iconography to representations 

of the cancerous breast, this panel examines breasts in all their shapes and sizes. The breast, so often considered 

to be indexical of femininity, provides a physical space through which more abstract values can be explained. 

Indeed, the breast confirms for us what sexual difference should look like, and how it should operate. This panel 

discusses the ways in which the breast both conforms to and disrupts expectations for gendered identity (or other 

socially constructed markers), and proposals that cover any historical period are welcome. Submissions should be 

in keeping with ACCUTE’s broad interest in English studies, however. Possible topics could include (but are not 

limited to) the following: 

 The Amazon woman 

 Mastectomy representations 

 Breast cancer narratives 

 Early modern wetnursing (or more recent depictions) 

 Madonna Lactans 

 Dolly Parton 

 Fake tits 

 Strip clubs and burlesque 

 Male breasts 

 La Leche League 

 The Galenic “one-sex” model 

 Drag culture 

Please send required files to lms3@ualberta.ca. 

 

mailto:lms3@ualberta.ca
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Member-organized panels: Literary Concerns 

Member-organized LC1. 

Title: Making Contact: Circulating Small and Micro Press Poetry in Canada 

Organizer: Cameron Anstee (University of Ottawa) and Colin Martin (University of Calgary) 

The history of small and micro presses in Canada is, in part, an exploration of creative modes of distributing 

literature. Many of these presses extend the modernist injunction to “make it new” to modes of publishing and to 

modes of distribution. In Cerberus (1952), the first title from Contact Press and a pivotal publication in Canadian 

small press, Raymond Souster declares, “the big thing is to get it across, ‘make contact’” (75). Making contact for 

small and micro presses often requires navigating the space between writer and reader in new and creative ways. 

We seek papers that ask how small and micro press literature has been distributed, historically and in our 

contemporary moment. How does it circulate, recirculate, accrue economic and cultural value, and become 

collected? Where does it resist distribution, and where does it invent new circulation models? Potential topics 

include, but are not limited to: 

 Gift Economies 

 Public Readings and Performance 

 Subscription and Private Circulation 

 Movement of Ephemera 

 Street Bookselling 

 Independent Booksellers 

 Small Press and/or Antiquarian Book Fairs 

 International Distribution 

 Use of Broadcast Media 

 Library and Archival Collection 

 Social Media and Online Distribution 

Please send required files to canst025@uottawa.ca and martincj@ucalgary.ca. 
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Member-organized LC2. 

Title: "Canadian Expatriatism and the Trope of the Exile" 

Organizers: Emily Ballantyne (Dalhousie University) and Graham Jensen (Dalhousie University) 

With the recent death of Mavis Gallant, the central role that expatriatism and self-imposed exile have played in 

shaping Canadian writing demands reconsideration—particularly in relation to the work of exile theorists such as 

Hallvard Dahlie and Edward Said. The marginal position of Canadian writers choosing to live and work abroad 

often stands in stark contrast to self-styled returned exiles positioning themselves on the periphery in order to 

establish difference and, at times, a cosmopolitan superiority to those at home. This panel considers the way that 

modern Canadian writers such as John Glassco, Leonard Cohen, Mordecai Richler, and Gallant have constructed 

their literary personas around their position as exiles apart from and dislocated within Canadian culture and 

society. It examines the paradox of the exile as a self-fashioned public stance that is often used for recognition 

and cultural capital from within Canada. The construction of the exile at times overlooks and discourages readings 

of expatriate work set outside of the Canadian context. This panel invites papers that consider the way that exile 

currently functions as a Canadian cultural signifier, and how its application benefits and undermines authors who 

use this moniker and its literary connotations to craft their literary persona.  Please send required 

files to Emily.Ballantyne@Dal.Ca and graham.jensen@dal.ca 

 

Member-organized LC3. 

Title: Codex-tensions: Canadian Writing Beyond the Book-Machine 

Organizers: Christopher Doody (Carleton U), Eric Schmaltz (York U) 

Considering the relationship between production, distribution, and consumption, Gilles Deleuze and Felix 

Guattari argue that “there is no such thing as relatively independent spheres or circuits.” Without exception, 

Canadian writing is circumscribed by socio-economic, ideological, and techno-specific parameters when it is 

created, disseminated, and read. As a result, some authors have been prompted to productively critique these 

conditions and explore the limits of the publishing system that they necessarily rely upon. As evidenced by bill 

bissett’s experimental blewointment magazine and press to Anne Carson’s accordion-style Nox to Sachiko 

Murakami’s online collaboration Project Rebuild and Christian Bok’s The Xenotext––texts that effectively push the 

boundaries of inscription and the codex––many Canadian authors have challenged the material limits and 

conventions of literary production, distribution, and consumption. This panel is interested in the ways that 

Canadian writers and their works have navigated, or are navigating, networks of socio-politics, the marketplace, 

and the writing machines upon which they rely and/or resist.  Possible topics include: 

 Writing with resistance against and/or compliance with analog and digital writing machines 

 The ways in which analog and digital writing machines have transformed Canadian literature in the 

twentieth and twenty-first century 

 Termination and/or capitulation of small presses and literary magazines 

 The materiality of the text: book design, art-books, anti-books, ephemera, digital-publishing, self-

publishing, etc. 

Please send required files to schmaltz@yorku.ca and christopherdoody@cmail.carleton.ca. 

 

 

mailto:Emily.Ballantyne@Dal.Ca
mailto:graham.jensen@dal.ca
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mailto:christopherdoody@cmail.carleton.ca
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Member-organized LC4 

Title: Women Writing North 

Organizer: Alana Fletcher (Queens University) 

It is common to conceive of Canada’s North, especially in its early history, as a barren frontier conquerable 

only by the hardiest of men. However, as Barbara Kelcey’s Alone in Silence: European Women in the Canadian 

North Before 1940 outlines, an estimated five hundred women or more traversed the Northwest Territories before 

World War II. While some of these women were the wives of missionaries or explorers, others were career-women 

in their own rights—artists, nurses, missionaries, entrepreneurs, or explorers. This proposed panel extends the 

implications and the scope of Kelcey’s work, asking whether and how women’s writing about Canada’s North 

might upset accepted conceptual collocations of northerliness with masculinity, and to what degree more recent 

writing from and about women in the North differs from that produced pre-WWII. Papers on the primary northern 

writings of women, such as Mina Hubbard’s The Woman Who Mapped Labrador, Irene Spry’s The Palliser 

Expedition, or Irene Baird’s more recent writings in North/Nord are welcome, as are papers concerning literary 

representations of women writing North, such as John Steffler’s The Afterlife of George Cartwright. A wide range 

of paper topics and approaches are encouraged.  Please send required files to alana.fletcher@queensu.ca. 

 

Member-organized LC5. 

Title: Ghostwritings 

Organizer: Graham Fraser (Mount Saint Vincent) 

“Ghostwriting” is a startling metaphor, problematizing notions of authorship through an intersection with the 

gothic, where the material and the textual waver into the spectral. The OED tells us that the word “ghostwriting” 

is a modern coinage, although the practice of displaced authorship and the notion of writing as figuratively – and 

perhaps literally -- a haunted space and practice is as old as literature. The intention of the panel is to investigate 

how cases of ghostwriting (whether in terms of textual production or in terms of the intradiegetic space of the 

text itself) illuminate a fundamentally spectral quality of writing – how the metaphor of ghostwriters and their 

ghostwritings drifts beyond these particular cases of displaced authorship and in fact haunts all events of writing. 

As such, the emphasis of the panel will fall not on the investigation of simple instances of displaced authorship or 

the authorial/textual crises that arise from ghostwritten work, nor will it concentrate on straightforwardly gothic 

authorial or textual practices. Rather, we will focus on the metaphoricity of ghostwriting and ghostliness of 

metaphor itself, instances in which the practice and metaphor of ghostwriting is turned back on itself and on the 

practice of literature more generally.  Topics might include: 

 

 Spectrality of authorship / authorship of spectrality 

 Automatic writings 

 Spiritualism and inspiration 

 Digital ghostings 

 Posthumous voices / posthumous scripts 

 Hauntology of intertextuality or plagiarism 

 Mediums, media, mediations 

 Ghostly ventriloquisms 

 Life-writing/ afterlife-writing 

 Phantomic literary forms  

Please send required files to graham.fraser@msvu.ca. 

mailto:alana.fletcher@queensu.ca
mailto:graham.fraser@msvu.ca
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Member-organized LC6. 

Title: Cogito, Ergo Shakespeare? Cognitive Literary Studies from the Medieval Mind to Milton’s 

Organizer: Mark Kaethler (University of Guelph) 

While cognitive literary studies is beginning to establish itself in Shakespeare criticism, there have not been 

many ventures into the broader applications of cognitive science to early English literature, with the exception a 

few examinations of the York Cycle or John Donne’s poetry. How might Margaret Cavendish’s Description of the 

Blazing World be interpreted in relation to an emerging Cartesian dualism? Can new insight be gained by 

exploring a playwright like Ben Jonson, whose attention to scientific discourse is perhaps greater than that of 

Shakespeare? Should we be skeptical of this burgeoning field? What new applications or readings can enhance 

current approaches to Shakespeare’s works and other early English writers’ texts?  This session invites papers 

that both challenge and celebrate cognitive studies of the medieval and early modern periods, focusing on 

problems or matters of the body, the embodied mind, history, memory, phenomenology, politics and justice, 

reader/audience response, rhetoric, scientific discovery, and other topics related to intersections between early 

English literature and the sciences.  Please send required files to mkaethle@uoguelph.ca. 

 

 

 

 

                            

Member-organized LC7. 

Title: Moving Papers: Diasporic Literary Archives 

Organizer: Linda M. Morra (Bishop’s University) 

This panel invites papers that examine the challenges related to diasporic, dispersed, or migrant papers from 

the literary archive. Why do some papers travel from one location to another, sometimes from institutions in 

which they were seemingly permanently housed, across national boundaries? What the implications for the 

meaning of those papers, as they shift from one context to another? What happens to what Cvetkovich would call 

“affective forms of citizenship” or identities in the process? How do papers move—and move us? What are the 

affective claims or disruptions that are invoked in the process? How do literary estates and the international 

market in literary manuscripts propel papers in sometimes unexpected and controversial directions? What perils 

do diasporic papers face? Are there implications for the very cultural spaces that papers inhabit, or from which 

they were removed? And what of the movements involved in instances of theft, loss and disappearance? How do 

these considerations shape our practices for safeguarding literary papers? How has digitization complicated this 

process? Please send required files to lmorra@ubishops.ca 

 

mailto:mkaethle@uoguelph.ca
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Member-organized LC8. 

Title: Ottawa in Literature/Literature in Ottawa 

Organizer: Cynthia Sugars (University of Ottawa) 

There is a long tradition of jokes about the bloodlessness of the nation’s capital. Goldwin Smith famously 

described Ottawa as “a sub-arctic lumber village converted by royal mandate into a political cockpit,” while Allan 

Fotheringham scathingly christened Ottawa “Dullsville-on-the-Rideau.” This panel invites proposals that explore 

literature about Ottawa and/or Ottawa as a literary location. Works such as Kate Bottomley’s Honor Edgeworth, 

André Alexis’s Childhood, rob mclennan’s The Ottawa City Project, Elizabeth Hay’s Garbo Laughs, and Terry 

Fallis’s The Best Laid Plans contain Ottawa or the Ottawa Valley as their setting. How does Ottawa figure in these 

and other literary works? In what ways are authors writing against the reputation of the hum-drum capital? Is 

Ottawa figured as a synecdoche for the nation? Do these authors attempt to subvert conventional stereotypes of 

the national capital? Are authors trying to rewrite the notion of the White mainstream? In what ways do historical 

fictions attempt to reimagine the city’s past? How are discourses of the local and the global figured in these 

works? In keeping with the 2015 Congress theme of “Capital Ideas,” this panel aims to consider the myriad ways 

Ottawa continues to function in the Canadian literary and cultural imagination.  Please send required 

files to csugars@uOttawa.ca. 

 

Member-organized LC9. 

Title: Seed Politics in 21st Century Canadian Literature 

Organizers: Stephanie Oliver (Western University) and Tania Aguila-Way (University of Ottawa) 

Canada has a long and complex relationship to what Devlin Kuyek calls “seed politics.” Plant agriculture played 

a central role in settler colonialism and the appropriation of land from Indigenous peoples; the seed was thus a 

nation-building tool. The process of cultivating seeds and land also evokes metaphors of reproduction, rebirth, 

heredity, purity, and breeding, all of which are bound up in the nation-building project as well as discourses of 

race, gender, sexuality, and class.  While much has been written on plant agriculture in canonical Canadian 

literary works, less has been done on plant agriculture in 21st-century Canadian literature. This panel asks: how 

do Canadian writers grapple with seed politics in the 21st century, an age characterized by GMOs, Monsanto, 

“seed activism,” farm-to-table movements, Canadian urbanization, urban farming, migrant labour, global 

capitalism, and climate change? Papers might explore, but are not limited to, the following topics: 

 seeds politics ‘now’ and ‘then’; seed activism 

 seeds as metaphors of rebirth, fertility, reproduction, heredity, purity, breeding, etc 

 seed politics and gender, sexuality, race, class, and ability 

 seed politics and nationhood in the 21st century 

 plant agriculture and globalization/global capitalism 

 plant agriculture and neo-colonialism 

 Indigenous peoples’ relationships to seeds/plant agriculture 

 the seed politics of diaspora and indigeneity 

 plant agriculture and labour 

 seeds/plant agriculture and food movements 

 seeds/plant agriculture and the environment 

 plant reproduction and “queer ecologies” 

 seed politics and scientific discourses (genetics/genomics, biodiversity, cloning, etc) 

 representations of seeds/plant agriculture in science fiction. 

Please send required files to seedpolitics@gmail.com. 

mailto:csugars@uOttawa.ca
mailto:seedpolitics@gmail.com
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Member-organized LC10. 

Title: A New Nation of Regions 

Organizer: Carl Watts (Queen’s U) 

This session seeks to create a dialogue among scholars focusing on regional, sub-regional, and urban writing 

in Canada. Canadian literature and critical approaches to it have long focused on large regions such as the Prairies 

and the coasts rather than the nation as a whole; more recently, however, there has been a shift toward 

provinces and smaller regions as well as specific urban areas. I welcome proposals on any of these formations, 

and I hope to discuss the relationships between newer and older regionalisms. For instance, does fragmentation 

into smaller areas challenge previous notions of region? Is a conception of Maritime writing such as David 

Creelman’s enriched or undermined by analyses of Cape Breton literature? Can recent studies of Newfoundland 

writing contribute to larger notions of Atlantic Canadian literature, or do these only mark the province as a new 

particularity? Does recent work on urban space in representations of Toronto or Vancouver depend on these cities’ 

locations, or do multiculturalism and population density emerge as defining factors?  Please send required 

files to 11cw18@queensu.ca. 

  

Member-organized panels: Professional Concerns 

Member-organized PC1. 

Title: English Studies at a Crossroads? 

Session Organizers: Lee Easton (Mount Royal University) and Jennifer Andrews (University of New Brunswick) 

Is English Studies in Canada in crisis? Certainly there seem to be signs: ever fewer jobs for PhDs, shrinking 

budgets and departments, and even anecdotally, fewer students opting for English majors or choosing English 

electives. This troubling picture is set against the broader trends in Canada where new growing undergraduate 

teaching universities in Alberta, BC and soon Ontario require graduates to have different balance of skills between 

teaching, scholarship and service. Unlike many university English departments where often “regular faculty in 

English departments in Canada generally teach first-year literature courses as a duty and rarely teach writing at 

all” (Fee, "Disciplinary Literacy" 29), these departments focus on writing instruction and do less research. If not in 

crisis, the discipline may well be at a crossroads. To contribute to a critical discussion of the future of English 

Studies in the 21st century, we invite proposals to address the following questions: 

 Is English still relevant in the 21st century? What changes, if any, might the discipline need to make to 

adapt to different students and different learning contexts? 

 How might the English embrace writing studies-- including creative and professional writing—as a means to 

offset declining enrolment? Is bifurcation of writing and reading instruction sustainable in a reconfigured 

Canadian post-secondary landscape? 

 What alliances might be forged between universities and colleges in an effort to reshape the marketing of 

English as a discipline? 

 Have the shifts in English Studies from literary to cultural and media studies achieved the goal of a more 

socially relevant “English departments”? 

 Where does “English” fit in the changing landscape of Canadian post-secondary education? 

 Case studies to highlight successful strategies to attract undergraduate studies? 

Please send required files to leaston@mtroyal.ca and jandrews@unb.ca 

mailto:11cw18@queensu.ca
mailto:leaston@mtroyal.ca
mailto:jandrews@unb.ca
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Member-organized PC2. 

Title: Critical Perspectives on the Crisis in the Humanities 

Organizer: Paul Keen (Carleton University) 

Marjorie Perloff's comment that "one of our most common genres today is the epitaph for the humanities” is 

borne out by the barrage of disturbing evidence that has become a daily part of our working experience as 

teachers and researchers within universities. These problems, however, also constitute an important opportunity: 

a chance to re-imagine our answers to questions about the nature and role of the humanities, and why they 

matter. This session welcomes papers that engage with these debates. What is at stake in these questions? How 

might we situate them historically? In what larger contexts must these issues be addressed? How does one 

articulate a defence of the humanities in the current neo-liberal utilitarian climate? Topics may include: the 

influence of the larger institutional history of the modern university; the mediating force of changing ideas about 

the organization of knowledge and disciplinarity; relations between the humanities and the sciences; the influence 

of competing definitions of the public value of the humanities; the relation of these questions to wider debates 

about culture and society; tensions between the humanities as a field of critical analysis and humanism as an 

inherited set of cultural values.  Please send required files to paul_keen@carleton.ca. 

 

Member-organized PC3. 

Title: Canadian Precarities 

Organizers: Jody Mason (Carleton) and Candida Rifkind (U of Winnipeg) 

What does it mean to feel precarious? Which bodies, subjects, and communities are more precarious than 

others? Is precarity a political-economic condition (the “precariat”) and/or an affective, ethical, and 

psychoanalytical condition? Is there a social identity to “the precarious” in Canadian literature and culture, and is 

this identity entirely new or the renaming of an older category? To what extent does recent theoretical interest in 

precarity by European and U.S.-American scholars (Berardi, Berlant, Butler, Harvey, Lorey, Power, Puar, 

Standing) hold promise for Canadian cultural critics? How does precarity––which is at least partly produced by 

emphatic distinctions between the waged and the chronically non-waged and those with citizenship and those 

without–– intersect with other forms of individual and collective disempowerment and resistance? How do 

concerns about the environment and the interconnections between human and other networks of life shape 

Canadian cultural representations of precarity? How might precarity allow us to rethink Canadian social relations, 

cultural representations, and possibilities for (trans)national social transformation? We invite proposals that 

explore precarity in twentieth- and twenty-first century Canadian cultural forms, such as film, television, theatre, 

poetry, manifestos, fiction, picture books, comics and graphic narratives, spoken word, music, photography, life-

writing and social media, performance and visual art. We encourage papers that consider how specific genres, 

forms, modes, and media have emerged to represent old and new Canadian precarities, from reportage, realism, 

and street theatre to spoken word, blogs, and web comics.  Please send required 

files to jody_mason@carleton.ca and c.rifkind@uwinnipeg.ca 

In addition to the member-

organized professional issues 

panels, watch for panels 

from ACCUTE’s Committee 

for Professional Concerns  

accute.ca 

mailto:paul_keen@carleton.ca
mailto:jody_mason@carleton.ca
mailto:c.rifkind@uwinnipeg.ca
http://accute.ca/
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Joint Session CFPs 
 

The following CFPs are for sessions, held at the ACCUTE conference, that are jointly sponsored by ACCUTE and another 

organization. 

 

For joint sessions, all submissions should be directed to the contact person named in the relevant CFP and should 

include the following (in PDF when possible): 

o A 300- to 500-word proposal (with NO identifying marks of any kind) 

o A 100-word abstract 

o A 50-word bio 

o A 2015 Proposal Submissions Information Sheet (note: Word file) 

Note: You must be a member in good standing, either of ACCUTE or of the cosponsoring organization, to apply to a joint 

session panel. If the joint organizer rejects your submission for its panel with ACCUTE, the panel organizer does not 

generally forward your paper to the general pool. If the organizer does forward it, the association may still consider your 

proposal for its other programming during ACCUTE 2015 if space and time allow, and if the association feels that it 

would be a good fit in a generalist panel. 

 

The deadline for all member-organized session submissions is 1 November 2014. 

 

 

The Bibliographical Society of Canada 

Title: Books and Ideas / Ideas and Books 

Organizer: Ruth Panofsky (Ryerson) 

The Bibliographical Society of Canada/La Société bibliographique du Canada and ACCUTE invite proposals on 

the theme of “Capital Ideas” for the 2015 Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences at the University of 

Ottawa, Ontario. In particular, proposals are invited on the following topics: 

 Books and Ideas: Studies of copyright, censorship, cultural policy, etc.; 

 Circulating Ideas: Studies of print and/or digital publishing 

 Investigations into triumphs and challenges for authors, publishers, booksellers, readers, librarians, 

scholars, etc.; 

 Studies in the creation, production, and/or reception of print materials for multiple contexts and 

leaderships; 

 Print, Image, Ideas: Studies of graphic works, artists’ books, multimedia books, etc.; 

 New ideas in book history: Examinations of the challenges for book historians, editors, and textual scholars 

posed by specific literary or non-literary texts (especially Canadian); 

 Book history and the national capital region 

Proposals for papers outside of this theme—but which address any aspect of bibliography, book history, or 

print culture—are also welcome. Please send required files to panofsky@ryerson.ca 

 

https://accutecanada.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/2015-proposal-info-sheet.docx
mailto:panofsky@ryerson.ca
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Canadian Association for American Studies (CAAS) 

Title: Stand Your Ground: Incarcerations, Lynchings, and Executions 

Organizer: Percy Walton (Carleton University) 

With 5% of the world’s population, the U.S. comprises 25% of the world’s prison population, or 724 prisoners 

per 100,000 people (Pleases, Vicky, BBC News, March 8, 2013); it is not surprising, therefore, that many 

American Studies scholars see the U.S. as a police state. In addition, the “Stand Your Ground” laws, in one form 

or another, have been implemented in 46 states. Since the perpetrators under these “self-defence rulings” tend to 

be White men, and the victims young black men, Stand Your Ground laws, in effect, allow for a new form of 

lynching. The U.S., of course, is also the only developed country in the world (with the exception of Japan), that 

still retains the death penalty, or, what David Garland calls: “America’s peculiar institution” (playing on the title of 

Kenneth M. Stampp’s 1956 book on slavery). This panel invites papers that explore the state of the U.S. prison 

system, prison writings, executions, and Stand your Ground laws, in any literary genre, in the hope of coming to 

some understanding of the social, cultural, and racial dynamics of discipline and punishment in the U.S.  Please 

send required files to percy_walton@carleton.ca. 

 

CAAS 

Title: American Pickers: American Studies and Material Culture 

Organizer: Ross Bullen (OCAD University) 

What is the everyday “stuff” of American studies, and why does it matter? Even a cursory glance at the most 

popular programs on the History TV channel – shows like American Pickers, American Restoration, and Pawn Stars 

– reveals a fascination not with the grand narratives of American history, but rather with the everyday objects of 

American life. Far from being an exclusively contemporary phenomenon, this fascination with material culture is 

evidenced by the collectors, antiquaries, and other devotees of American ephemera that populate the annals of 

American history and literature. While some might dismiss an interest in everyday objects as a harmless 

eccentricity, this panel will explore the significance of material culture for both understanding contemporary life in 

the United States, and as a means of accessing alternative genealogies of American literary, cultural, 

geographical, and political histories. This panel invites papers that consider the significance of material culture, 

broadly conceived, for American studies from any time period. Papers that examine the intersections of material 

culture with discourses of race, gender, sexuality, class, and disability are especially welcome.  Please 

send required files to rbullen@faculty.ocadu.ca. 

mailto:percy_walton@carleton.ca
mailto:rbullen@faculty.ocadu.ca
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Christianity and Literature Study Group 

Title: Hope or Fiction? 

Organizer: Tina Trigg (The King’s University) 

Contemporary Canadian literature is besieged by bleakness – or so it would seem. Nonetheless, literature 

continues to proliferate in our time-deprived society; medical schools are increasingly requiring interns to sign up 

for courses in fiction, and bookclubs abound. Is the popularity of contemporary Canlit suggestive of a hidden hope 

in fiction, or is such hope a fiction itself? Is reading an act of empathetic engagement or self-gratifying escapism? 

Is positing literature as a site of hope/empathy reductive or productive for Canadian literary studies in our current 

milieu? This panel seeks to examine the contemporary social role of Canadian fiction, or to answer the question, 

Why read now?  We invite proposals for papers on contemporary Canadian fiction critically engaging with issues 

including but not limited to: 

 What is the role of emotion in reading fiction? 

 Does fiction (attempt to) offer hope? Where, how, in what, to whom? 

 Does reading fiction enhance empathy? 

 Is language inherently hopeful? 

 Bookclub communities: why join? 

 Canlit as social capital: value or sell-out? 

 Bibliotherapy 

Please send required files to tina.trigg@kingsu.ca 

 

Canadian Society for Digital Humanities 

Title: Digital literary studies vs Digital humanities 

Organizer: Michael E. Sinatra (Université de Montréal)This joint session with the Canadian Society for Digital 

Humanities/Société Canadienne des Humanités Numériques proposes to explore the current tension around the 

(apparent) opposition between digital literary studies vs digital humanities. As Ryan Cordell notes in his blog entry 

"On ignoring Encoding", some of the recent criticism against Digital Humanities as a field not only tends to focus 

on digital literary studies as being the only component of Digital Humanities (thus ignoring several other 

disciplines at the heart of Digital Humanities, such as history or religious studies) but it fails to engage with the 

archival and digital publication aspect of Digital Humanities.  We welcome proposals that address the current 

theoretical state of Digital Humanities, digital literary studies projects, including archival and literary editions, and 

also new forms of scholarly public engagement (via blogs and twitter), the use of social media in the classroom, 

or new publishing initiatives specific to literary studies.   

Please send required files to michael.eberle.sinatra@umontreal.ca 

mailto:tina.trigg@kingsu.ca
mailto:michael.eberle.sinatra@umontreal.ca
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Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies 

Title: Early Modern Women’s Libraries: Collections, Habits, Experiences 

Organizer: Leah Knight (Brock), Micheline White (Carleton), and Elizabeth Sauer (Brock) 

Proposals sought for papers that map out the landscape of British women’s reading experiences, 1500-1700, a 

period that saw increased literacy and a revolution in print and book production. Scholars have reconstructed and 

assessed the collections and libraries of Renaissance men, including Harvey, Dee, Jonson, Hales, and Drake; 

women’s book ownership, as a subject of scholarly inquiry, “awaits its historian,” observes David McKitterick 

(2000) in a study of Elizabeth Puckering’s library. What resources (commonplace books, poetry miscellanies, 

inventories, etc.) shed light on women’s books? What relations do reading and book ownership have to questions 

of social status, family ties, education, economic status, travels? What constitutes evidence of women’s readerly 

engagement, consultation, annotation? What are the marks – figurative, material, cultural – of book ownership? 

What methodologies illuminate this topic?   

Please send required files to lknight@brocku.ca, micheline_white@carleton.ca, and esauer@brocku.ca. 

 

International Gothic Association 

Title: Gothic Fathers 

Organizer: Karen Macfarlane (Mount Saint Vincent U) 

Proposals are invited for papers that focus on the father (broadly defined and conceptualized) in the Gothic. 

Papers may address the relation to and/or representation of fathers, father figures, fatherhood, the paternal 

order, the gothic uncertainties inherent in paternity, or any other aspect of “father” that relates to this 

topic.  Please send required files to Karen.macfarlane@msvu.ca 

 

Margaret Atwood Society 

Title: Margaret Atwood’s Children 

Organizer: Karen Macfarlane (Mount Saint Vincent U) 

Proposals are invited for papers that focus on children, the Child, or childlike behaviours (and more) in 

Margaret Atwood’s work. Presenters are encouraged to think widely and theoretically about this topic and are 

encouraged to draw on any of Atwood’s fictional, non-fictional, and poetic works.  Please send required 

files to Karen.macfarlane@msvu.ca. 

mailto:lknight@brocku.ca
mailto:micheline_white@carleton.ca
mailto:esauer@brocku.ca
mailto:Karen.macfarlane@msvu.ca
mailto:Karen.macfarlane@msvu.ca
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North American Society for the Study of Romanticism (NASSR) 

Title: Romantic Anarchy/Anarchist Romanticism: Rethinking the Aesthetics and Politics of Romanticism 

Organizer: Jared McGeough (Western) 

Anarchism has enjoyed a resurgence of academic interest in recent years, prompting Simon Critchley to call 

for an “anarchist turn” across the disciplines. This anarchist turn is itself a response to both the failures of 

twentieth-century Marxism and a contemporary milieu in which we are persistently confronted with the threat of 

anarchy, whether in the form of economic collapse, terrorism, or ecological catastrophe. However if, according to 

David Weir, “anarchism has been treated as a species of romanticism almost since its beginnings,” then today's 

anarchist turn also has a distinctively, if under theorized, Romantic component (14). Parallel concerns about the 

fate of our “catastrophic modernity,” to use Thomas Pfau's evocative phrase, have begun to surface in current 

Romantic scholarship emphasizing the centrality of disorder (Mary Favret) and disaster (David Collings, Jacques 

Khalip) to Romantic-era politics and aesthetics. This panel invites papers that examine any aspect of anarchy or 

anarchism related to Romanticism. Anarchy here may be taken in the widest sense possible as an absence of 

order, an absence of “foundations” (the Greek root an-arkhe), an event of terror or ruin, or as political, aesthetic, 

and philosophical forms of resistance or utopianism which serve as enduring features of Romantic thinking. Please 

send required files to jared.mcgeough@gmail.com 

 

NASSR 

Title: "Food for Future Years": The Future of Wordsworth/Wordsworth's Futures 

Organizer: Jared McGeough (Western) 

Though the traditional canon of English Romantic criticism invokes the “Big Six,” it is most often Wordsworth 

who serves as this canon's hypothetical anchoring point; indeed, more than any other single author, Wordsworth 

has been historically and conceptually identified as a metonym for Romanticism “as such.” Under the influence of 

feminist and new historicist critics, Romantic studies has largely shifted away from this traditional author-centered 

orientation. Yet as recently as 2006, Paul Hamilton can echo M. H. Abrams' celebration of Wordsworth as the 

“central figure of English Romanticism” almost twenty years earlier in commenting that, despite the changing 

landscape of critical methodologies and fashions, “Wordsworth’s centrality to any review of English Romantic 

period writing continues fundamentally undisturbed” (213). ?This session poses the questions: what might be the 

future of “Wordsworth” within the shifting landscape of Romantic studies? How might changing critical methods 

and aims either disturb or reinforce Wordsworth's centrality to Romanticism? This session invites proposals 

discussing any topic related to these questions, including but not limited to: Wordsworth's place in the Romantic 

canon; Romantic canonization broadly construed; why Wordsworth still matters (or doesn't); critical responses to 

and revisions of Wordsworth's legacy from the Romantic and Victorian periods to contemporary criticism; the 

status of the “future” in Wordsworth's poetry. Please send required files to jared.mcgeough@gmail.com 

mailto:jared.mcgeough@gmail.com
mailto:jared.mcgeough@gmail.com
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North American Victorian Studies Association 

Title: Victorian Materialities 

Organizer: Lauren Gillingham (U of Ottawa) 

Victorian studies has long concerned itself with the material world. Asa Briggs’s Victorian Things (1988) and 

Andrew Miller’s Novels Behind Glass (1995), among many other formative texts, helped us think about how 

Victorians interacted with, thought about, and were affected by the objects that surrounded them and the 

industrial and technological transformations of their world. In the years since those early critical studies, 

questions of materiality have become only more pressing (with books such as Elaine Freedgood’s The Ideas in 

Things (2006), John Plotz’s Portable Property (2008), and Leah Price’s How to Do Things with Books in Victorian 

Britain (2012)), and most recently, have expanded to interrogate the boundaries between subjects and objects, 

objects and things, and the relationship of affect and sensation to movement and intensity. How has Victorian 

studies informed the theorization of material culture, and how have changing theorizations of materiality 

transformed Victorian studies? What do recent developments in material studies (new materialism, affect studies, 

media studies, book history) have to offer our field? Where will material studies lead us next?  This call for papers 

invites proposals for individual or collaborative papers on the theme of “Victorian Materialities.” Possible topics 

include, but are by no means limited to: 

 Victorian literature and changing theorizations of materiality: from commodity culture to thing theory to 

affect studies to object-oriented ontology and beyond 

 Affect, senses, sensation 

 The novel of sensation; novelistic feeling, affect, or emotion 

 Material culture and theory and performance 

 Poetry and materiality 

 History of the book as a material object 

 Print culture, formats, production, circulation, reception 

 Science, technology, media 

 Victorian posthumanism and/or the animal in Victorian studies 

 Space, architecture, design 

 Genre and/as materiality 

 Form, communication, networks, systems 

 Commodity culture, capitalism, money 

 Visual culture 

 Queer materialities and sexuality studies 

Please send required files to lauren.gillingham@uottawa.ca. 
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Victorian Studies Association of Ontario 

Title: Victorian Inheritance 

Organizers: Katherine Magyarody, Margo Beggs, and Noa Reich 

In Book Five of Middlemarch, titled “The Dead Hand,” Mr. Casaubon’s will acts as a “promise” by which he 

might “keep his cold grasp on Dorothea's life.” The power of the dead and of the past to exert control on the 

present is a central concern of Victorian literature and culture. Besides providing a form of narrative closure, 

inheritance may figure as a burden or a privilege, a “great expectation” or a surprise. The treatment of 

inheritance might comment on personal and familial identities, national and racial anxieties, or cultural and artistic 

influences. Inheritance, or the prospect of inheriting, preoccupies figures as diverse as Thackeray, whose dandies 

live on the prospects of their relatives’ deaths; Darwin, who establishes biological links to the past, but also 

considers the possibility of mutation or change through time; and Lytton Strachey, whose Eminent Victorians 

rebels against the previous generation and, in doing so, crystallizes a certain definition of “Victorian” 

characteristics. Despite Strachey’s disavowal of a Victorian inheritance, nineteenth-century aesthetics and 

interests have experienced a resurgence in our contemporary moment, while at the same time economist Thomas 

Picketty’s influential Capital in the Twenty-First Century has exposed the returning power of accumulated wealth 

and inheritance. This panel invites papers that explore questions of inheritance in or of Victorian literature and 

culture.  Papers might address: 

 Heirlooms, wills, entailments, and estates 

 Patrimonial capitalism versus self-help 

 Gender, class, and inheritance 

 Dead hands 

 Haunting and the gothic 

 Expectations and disappointments of inheritance 

 Genealogy, heredity, and racial inheritance 

 Legal systems of inheritance 

 Literary inheritances (personal, generic, stylistic) 

 Artistic reclamation of medieval and classical heritages 

 Cultural, national, and historical inheritances 

 The rejection of inheritance or of the past 

 Neo-Victorianism and the reclamation of a cultural inheritance 

Please send required files to VSAOatACCUTE@gmail.com. 
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Victorian Studies Association of Western Canada 

Victorian Studies Association of Western Canada 

Title: Victorian Literary Experiments 

Organizer: Mary Elizabeth Leighton (U of Victoria) 

The realist novel, the dramatic monologue, sprung rhythm; the verse novel, medical pornography, 

investigative journalism; illustrated serial fiction, annuals, family magazines; the triple decker, the literary 

contest, the interview: as these examples indicate, the Victorians experimented widely with literary form and 

format. Which Victorian literary experiments gained traction and which did not? Why or why not? How did 

individual authors, editors, and publishers experiment with form and/or format to commercial and/or aesthetic 

advantage? Co-sponsored by the Victorian Studies Association of Western Canada (VSAWC), this panel will 

address the Congress theme of Capital Ideas through a focus on experimentation—formal, technological, and 

aesthetic, as well as other types.  Please send required files to mleighto@uvic.ca 

 

Affiliated Associations 
 

ACCUTE is pleased to advertise our affiliated associations.  Please visit their respective websites, linked 

below, for their CFPs or further information: 

 

The Association for Research in Cultures of Young People 

 

The Christianity and Literature Study Group 

  

  

mailto:mleighto@uvic.ca
http://arcyp.ca/
http://christianityandliteraturestudygroup.wordpress.com/
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The ACCUTE Executive 

Jason Haslam (President) 

Lyn Bennett (Vice-President) 

Lynne Evans (ACCUTE Coordinator) 

Stephen Slemon (Past President) 

Nico Dicecco (Grad Caucus President) 

Erin Wunker (Sessional Caucus Representative) 

Lily Cho (Member-at-large, Professional Concerns) 

Lisa Surridge (Member-at-large, Priestley Prize) 

Joel Faflak (Member-at-large) 

Mike O’Driscoll (Co-editor, ESC) 

Mark Simpson (Co-editor, ESC) 

Bryce Traister (CACE President) 

With thanks… 

The ACCUTE office runs only with the help of the ACCUTE 

executive and past offices, as well as members, but also 

with the help of colleagues, friends, family, and random 

strangers we accost on the street.  They all deserve our 

thanks as we get started on our first year.  We need to 

thank the following for financial, material, and moral 

support at Dalhousie:  

 

Rob Summerby-Murray and the Faculty of Arts and 

Social Sciences 

Current and recent Chairs, David McNeil and Trevor 

Ross, and all of our colleagues in the Department of 

English 

 

photo of Mary Chapman by Martin Dee, used with permission 

photo of Wendy Chun, used with permission 

all other photos by Jazzlam Hazzlam, used by presidential demand 

 

 

 

 


